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            Abstract
The expression of inhibitory immune checkpoint molecules, such as programmed death-ligand (PD-L)1, is frequently observed in human cancers and can lead to the suppression of T cellâ€“mediated immune responses. Here, we apply expanded CRISPR-compatible (EC)CITE-seq, a technology that combines pooled CRISPR screens with single-cell mRNA and surface protein measurements, to explore the molecular networks that regulate PD-L1 expression. We also develop a computational framework, mixscape, that substantially improves the signal-to-noise ratio in single-cell perturbation screens by identifying and removing confounding sources of variation. Applying these tools, we identify and validate regulators of PD-L1 and leverage our multimodal data to identify both transcriptional and post-transcriptional modes of regulation. Specifically, we discover that the Kelch-like protein KEAP1 and the transcriptional activator NRF2 mediate the upregulation of PD-L1 after interferon (IFN)-Î³ stimulation. Our results identify a new mechanism for the regulation of immune checkpoints and present a powerful analytical framework for the analysis of multimodal single-cell perturbation screens.
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                    Fig. 1: CITE-seq and ECCITE-seq identify regulators of PD-L1 protein expression.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Calculating the perturbation signature removes confounding variation.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Mixscape removes cells that escape perturbation.[image: ]


Fig. 4: BRD4 and CUL3 are negative regulators of PD-L1 expression.[image: ]


Fig. 5: The CUL3â€“KEAP1 complex indirectly regulates PD-L1 through NRF2.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              Raw and processed sequencing data are available at the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO accession number, GSE153056). Processed data are also available at SeuratData (https://github.com/satijalab/seurat-data) to facilitate access with a single command (InstallData(ds=â€™thp1.ecciteâ€™)).

            

Code availability

              
              The code for mixscape is freely available as open-source software as part of the Seurat package for single-cell analysis (https://github.com/satijalab/seurat). A vignette demonstrating the application of mixscape to this dataset is available in the Supplementary Data and also as an online resource (https://satijalab.org/seurat/mixscape_vignette.html).
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Extended data

Extended Data Fig. 1 Unwanted sources of variation drive mRNA-based clustering (related to Fig. 2).
a, UMAP visualization of the ECCITE-seq dataset based on cellular transcriptomes. Clusters are driven by different sources of variation shown in different colors (cell cycle state, CRISPR perturbation, stress). Figure is similar to Fig. 2a, but with labels for the ER-stress cluster. b, Single-cell heatmap showing the up-regulation of a specific gene module in the ER-stress cluster. EnrichR analysis demonstrates that this gene set is enriched (adjusted p-value < 5*10âˆ’20) for â€˜response to endoplasmic reticulum stressâ€™. c, Similar to (A) but computed using only NT cells. This demonstrates that confounding sources of heterogeneity are present even in the absence of perturbation.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Identifying optimal parameters for calculating perturbation signature.
a, Scatterplots showing the per cell correlation of mixscape classification posterior probabilities between kâ€‰=â€‰20 and kâ€‰=â€‰3, kâ€‰=â€‰10, kâ€‰=â€‰30 and kâ€‰=â€‰200. b, Mixscape classification agreement kâ€‰=â€‰20 and all other k. c, Same as in (a) only this time comparing finding neighbors before and after integration. In both cases k was set to 20. d, Same as in (b) only this time showing classification agreement between before and after integration.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Calculating local perturbation signatures controls for unwanted sources of variation.
Similar to Fig. 2d, but the cells from each individual perturbation are specifically highlighted. In addition to some perturbations which form specific clusters (for example IRF1), other perturbations (for example BRD4 and SMAD4) exhibit weaker evidence of sub-clustering, suggesting that improved analysis strategies would help to reveal their perturbation state.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Mixscape models targeted cells as a heterogeneous mixture.
For each cell, we calculated a perturbation score (Supplementary Methods) representing its strength of perturbation compared to the average of NT controls. We calculated this not only for targeted cells, but also for cells expressing NT gRNA in order to estimate the variance in the control population. Here, we show the distribution of perturbation scores as a function of mixscape classification (similar to Fig. 3a). Dots on the x-axis represent single-cell perturbation scores and are colored to match the mixscape classifications. Non-perturbed cell densities (NP, light grey) overlap with the non-targeting control cell densities (NT, dark grey).


Extended Data Fig. 5 Benchmarking mixscape against MIMOSCA.
a, Left: Barplots showing the % of KO (red) and NP (light grey) cells within each gRNA class as classified by mixscape, and MIMOSCA (Right). To assess the potential for overfitting, prior to running the dataset, we randomly sampled 1,000 cells expressing NT gRNA and re-labeled them as a new targeted gene class, representing a negative control (NEG CTRL, marked with a black box). Only mixscape correctly classifies all of these cells as NP. b, Single-cell mRNA expression heatmap with IFNGR2g2 cells being grouped by mixscape and MIMOSCA classification. Cells classified by both methods as KO (Class â€˜D') exhibit downregulation of IFNÎ³ pathway genes, while cells classified by both methods as NP (Class â€˜A') resemble NT controls. When mixscape classifies cells as NP and MIMOSCA classifies as KO (Class â€˜C'), cells resemble NT controls, suggesting that the mixscape classification is correct. Class â€˜B' (2 cells total) was removed for visualization due to low cell number. c, Violin plots showing PD-L1 protein expression in IFNGR2g2 cells grouped by their MIMOSCA and mixscape classification (see legend in (B)). Class â€˜C' cells resemble NT controls, suggesting that the mixscape classification is correct. d, Barplot showing the % of reads with no INDELS (grey), inframe (orange) and frameshift (red) mutations across all MIMOSCA and mixscape IFNGR2g2 cell classifications. Class â€˜C' cells resemble NT controls, suggesting that the mixscape classification is correct (n= =20,729 cells over 3 viral transduction replicates).


Extended Data Fig. 6 Benchmarking mixscape against MUSIC.
a, Left: Barplots showing the % of KO (red) and NP (light grey) cells within each gRNA class as classified by mixscape, and MUSIC (Right). To assess the potential for overfitting, prior to running the dataset, we randomly sampled 1,000 cells expressing NT gRNA and re-labeled them as a new targeted gene class, representing a negative control (NEG CTRL, marked with a black box). Only mixscape correctly classifies all of these cells as NP. b, Single-cell mRNA expression heatmap with IFNGR2g2 cells being grouped by mixscape and MUSIC classification. Cells classified by both methods as KO (Class â€˜D') exhibit downregulation of IFNÎ³ pathway genes, while cells classified by both methods as NP (Class â€˜A') resemble NT controls. When mixscape classifies cells as NP and MUSIC classifies as KO (Class â€˜C'), cells resemble NT controls. When mixscape classifies cells as KO and MUSIC classifies as NP, cells exhibit evidence of perturbation. Therefore, classes â€˜B' and â€˜C' suggest that when the methods disagree, the mixscape classification is correct. c, Violin plots showing PD-L1 protein expression in IFNGR2g2 cells grouped by their MUSIC and mixscape classification. Classes â€˜B' and â€˜C' suggest that when the methods disagree, the mixscape classification is correct. d, Barplot showing the % of reads with no INDELS (grey), inframe (orange) and frameshift (red) mutations across all MUSIC and mixscape IFNGR2g2 cell classifications. Classes â€˜B' and â€˜C' suggest that when the methods disagree, the mixscape classification is correct (nâ€‰= =20,729 cells over 3 viral transduction replicates).


Extended Data Fig. 7 Number of detected cells in ECCITE-seq correlates with gene essentiality scores.
a, Barplot showing the CERES scores for each target gene class generated from AVANA CRISPR screens on THP-1 cells. Low CERES scores for MYC, SPI1, BRD4 and CUL3 suggest these genes are essential for cell survival. b, Barplot showing the number of cells recovered from each target gene class in the ECCITE-seq experiment. For target genes with low CERES scores we only recover a small number of cells most likely due to decreased survival of KO cells (n= =20,729 cells over 3 viral transduction replicates).


Extended Data Fig. 8 Bulk RNA-seq on single gRNA KO samples validates ECCITE-seq findings.
a, Heatmap showing expression of CUL3 and BRD4 KO signature genes as identified by ECCITE-seq DE on bulk RNA-seq samples. b, Same as in (A) only this time showing the CUL3 and BRD4 KO cells from the ECCITE-seq experiment. Cells are split into groups based on their gRNA ID.


Extended Data Fig. 9 CUL3 KO cells have a unique transcriptomic signature.
a, Single-cell mRNA expression heatmap showing that CUL3 KO cells upregulate a module of genes in comparison to NT and CUL3 NP cells (including the PD-L1 transcript (CD274), highlighted on the heatmap). b, Single-cell mRNA expression heatmap showing that the CUL3 transcriptomic signature is not IFNÎ³-related, suggesting CUL3 is acting through an alternative pathway to regulate PD-L1 at the transcriptional level. For both (b) and (c) heatmaps, lists of genes were obtained using FindMarkers() function in Seurat (Wilcoxon Rank sum test). mRNA counts are log-normalized and scaled (z-score).


Extended Data Fig. 10 Mixscape increases the signal to noise ratio by removing â€˜escapingâ€™ cells.
a, Volcano plots showing DE genes before and after mixscape classification for BRD4 and CUL3 KO cells. b, UpSet plot showing the intersection between DE genes from before and after mixscape classification.
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